
New and Featured Titles from Cambridge Scholars – June 2018 

On the 5th of June, Cambridge Scholars Publishing is marking this years’ World Environment Day. This 
day provides us with an opportunity to reflect on, and improve on, the ways that we care for and protect 
the environment. Given widespread evidence that we are now living in the Anthropocene, an era in which 
our planet’s atmospheric, geological, and life-sustaining systems are being profoundly altered by 
humankind, it is ever-more urgent that we think collectively about how to lessen our impact on the world 
around us. 

The challenges highlighted by World Environment Day are interdisciplinary in nature, requiring 
collaboration between scholars in various different fields. At Cambridge Scholars we are proud to be 
contributing to these challenges by publishing high quality work sitting at the intersection of the social, 
physical, health, and life sciences. We are offering readers a 50% discount on four of our most 
important recent titles that speak to these themes. To read more, please click here. 

Our June discount campaigns, with a time-limited discount of up to 60%, include: 

Book of the Month – not to be missed this month is C. Nadia Seremetakis’ An Introduction to Cultural 
Anthropology. A work which goes far beyond the confines of a standard textbook, it has been described as 
“a stunningly original and important introduction to contemporary cultural anthropology” by Professor 
Paul Stoller, recipient of the 2013 Anders Retzius Gold Medal Laureate in Anthropology. We are offering a 
60% discount on both the hardback and paperback editions of this essential book; please click here to 
find out more. 

The Editorial Advisory Board’s ‘Recommended Reads’ – this month, Dr Rustam B. Rustamov’s 
Recommended Read is Kinematics and Dynamics of Galactic Stellar Populations, authored by Rafael 
Cubarsi. An important contribution to the interdisciplinary field of stellar dynamics, we are offering a 
50% discount on this book to all our readers. Please click here to read Dr Rustamov’s thoughts and for 
more information about the book. 

Featured Review – Katia Savrami’s book Ancient Dramatic Chorus through the Eyes of a Modern 
Choreographer: Zouzou Nikoloudi, published last year, has been reviewed in The Classical Journal by 
Ioannis M. Konstantakos. “The book offers a wealth of pragmatic information and penetrating analyses”, 
concluded Konstantakos at the end of his thoughtful appraisal. Please click here to see more. 

Forthcoming Titles, New Releases and Best Sellers – every month, our editors carefully select 
nine of our new, forthcoming, and best-selling titles that are catching the eye, and reduce their prices by 
up to 50%. Please click on our homepage to view the selection. 

Happy reading! 
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